
Unveiling the Mysterious Switching Arc
Phenomena in Transmission Voltage Level
Vacuum Circuit Breakers

Transmission voltage level vacuum circuit breakers (VCBs) play a crucial role in
maintaining the stability and reliability of electrical power transmission networks.
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These advanced devices are designed to interrupt heavy currents and protect the
grid from electrical faults. However, one fascinating and often perplexing aspect
of VCBs is the switching arc phenomena. Understanding the mechanisms behind
these phenomena is essential for improving VCB performance, efficiency, and
ultimately ensuring a safe and uninterrupted power supply.

The Science Behind Vacuum Circuit Breakers

Before delving into the complexities of switching arc phenomena, let's first
understand the basic principles of how VCBs function. VCBs operate by creating
a vacuum in the interrupting chamber, eliminating the need for traditional circuit
breakers that rely on oil or gas for insulation or arc extinguishing.
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When a fault occurs, VCBs use a mechanism to rapidly create an arc between
the contact points. The arc generates a high amount of heat and ionized gases,
which can have various effects on the performance of the VCB. The duration and
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behavior of the arc greatly depend on the voltage level and the fault current
magnitude.

Switching Arc Phenomena: Unveiling the Mystery

The switching arc phenomena witnessed in VCBs have puzzled researchers and
engineers for years. While the exact mechanisms are still being explored, several
factors contribute to the intricate behavior of these arcs.

1. Current Chopping and Restoration

In VCBs, current chopping occurs when the arc is interrupted before the natural
current zero-crossing point, resulting in an abrupt drop in the current value. The
arc can then be reignited, leading to a phenomenon called current restoration.
Current chopping and restoration can cause significant stress on the contacts and
affect the overall performance of the VCB.

2. Contact Material Erosion and Aging

The intense heat generated during the switching arc process can lead to contact
material erosion and aging. This erosion can degrade the performance of the
contacts over time, compromising the interrupting capability of the VCB.
Researchers are actively investigating materials and coatings to mitigate erosion
and enhance the longevity of VCBs.

3. Voltage Recovery During Interruption

When an arc is extinguished, a phenomenon known as voltage recovery occurs.
This recovery process influences the dielectric strength of the VCB and
determines how quickly the voltage can be restored after the interruption.
Understanding voltage recovery dynamics is crucial for optimizing VCB design
and reducing stress on the interrupting chamber.



4. Transient Recovery Voltage (TRV)

During fault interruption, the transient recovery voltage (TRV) is generated across
the VCB contacts. TRV represents the magnitude and duration of the voltage
oscillation following the arc extinction. These oscillations can affect the insulation
system and pose a significant challenge for VCBs operating at high voltage
levels. Advanced simulations and modeling techniques are being employed to
better predict and manage TRV effects.

Recent Breakthroughs and Future Directions

Research on switching arc phenomena in transmission voltage level VCBs is
yielding promising insights into the operation, behavior, and limitations of these
devices. Advanced diagnostic techniques, such as optical measurements and
high-speed imaging, are helping capture and analyze the arc dynamics in
unprecedented detail.

Furthermore, computational simulations are enabling researchers to simulate and
understand the complex physical processes occurring within VCBs during
switching events. These simulations provide valuable data for improving the
design and performance of these critical electrical components.

Looking ahead, ongoing research aims to develop intelligent arc control
mechanisms, innovative contact materials, and enhanced insulation systems to
mitigate the effects of switching arc phenomena. By better understanding and
managing these phenomena, we can ensure the continued reliability and safety
of our electrical power networks.

The switching arc phenomena in transmission voltage level vacuum circuit
breakers continue to captivate scientists and engineers. Unraveling the mysteries



behind these phenomena is essential for advancing the technology and
optimizing the performance of VCBs.

As we strive for a more reliable, efficient, and sustainable electrical grid, the
understanding and management of switching arc phenomena in VCBs will remain
an important area of research. By harnessing the power of innovation and
collaboration, we can unravel the secrets of these arcs and unlock the potential
for even more advanced and reliable transmission voltage level VCBs.
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Vacuum circuit breakers are widely used in distribution power systems for their
advantages such as maintenance free and eco-friendly. Nowadays, most circuit
breakers used at transmission voltage level are SF6 circuit breakers, but the SF6
they emit is one of the six greenhouse gases defined in Kyoto Protocol.
Therefore, the development of transmission voltage level vacuum circuit breaker
can help the environment. The switching arc phenomena in transmission voltage
level vacuum circuit breakers are key issues to explore. 
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This book focuses on the high-current vacuum arcs phenomena at transmission
voltage level, especially on the anode spot phenomena, which significantly
influence the success or failure of the short circuit current interruption. Then, it
addresses the dielectric recovery property in current interruption. Next it explains
how to determine the closing/opening displacement curve of transmission voltage
level vacuum circuit breakers based on the vacuum arc phenomena. After that, it
explains how to determine key design parameters for vacuum interrupters and
vacuum circuit breakers at transmission voltage level. At the end, the most
challenging issue for vacuum circuit breakers, capacitive switching in vacuum, is
addressed. 
The contents of this book will benefit researchers and engineers in the field of
power engineering, especially in the field of power circuit breakers and power
switching technology. 
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